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The Honorable Bob Martin
Commissioner, New Jersey Department of Environmental
401 East State Street
Post Office Box 402
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0402

Protection

Dear Commissioner Martin:
I appreciate your significant efforts on the proposed PennEast pipeline in ensuring that
the proper studies and impact are evaluated. As you complete your analysis, I recommend two
areas are given substantial consideration: co-location where possible and, as it relates to eminent
domain, the most limited of use and fair compensation for acquired lands.
PennEast has threatened the possibility of eminent domain. This arises despite the
existence of alternate routes within established public utility rights-of-way, including similar
pipeline easements. Regardless of the percentage of the pipeline plan that currently uses existing
easements, we do not support a proposal that threatens the condemnation of land where
alternatives have not been fully investigated and ordered, as prescribed by the US National
Environmental Policy Act.

The PennEast pipeline will permanently scar an exceptionally pristine and rich
agricultural heritage that defines and sustains residents. In accordance with the Constitution's
FIAh Amendment, the seizure of land through eminent domain should be limited to only the most
critical cases. In addition, I support an eminent domain compensation approach, and am
considering such legislation, which would provide residents a valuation by achieving a higher
degree of fairness for the individual forced to sell an easement to their land and making the
natural gas companies contribute fairly based on what the land is worth to their project and future

profits.
Furthermore, I understand that studies are available that question the need for additional
natural gas capacity. My expectation is that the analysis of these studies will be included in your

process as well.
Thank you for your consideration.

Best wishes.

Cc: The Honorable

Norman

C. Bay, FERC Chairman
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